This book stems from the author’s interest in and experience of using computing technology in K-12 mathematics teacher education. In particular, two decades of teaching prospective secondary mathematics teachers in technology-rich environments have led the author to believe that one of the most productive ways to teach mathematics in the digital era is through experimentation with mathematical concepts that takes advantage of computers’ capability to plot sophisticated graphs, construct dynamic geometric shapes, generate interactive arrays of numbers, and perform symbolic computations. Whereas the notion of experiment in mathematics has several meanings (Baker 2008; Van Bendegem 1998), assigning the adjective \textit{computational} to the word \textit{experiment} implies that the meaning of the latter is narrowed down to the use of electronic computers as the means of mathematical experimentation.

The book utilizes a number of commonly available computer applications that allow for lucid presentation of advanced, though grade-appropriate, mathematical ideas. One application is the Graphing Calculator 4.0 produced by Pacific Tech (Avitzur 2001) that facilitates experimentation in algebra through the software’s capability of constructing graphs from any two-variable equation, inequality, or a combination of those. Another application is an electronic spreadsheet used to support numerical experimentation, in particular, when carrying out probability simulations and modeling elementary number theory concepts. The book also takes advantage of Maple (Char et al. 1991) and Wolfram Alpha developed by Wolfram Research—software tools that allow for different types of experimentation with mathematical concepts, including the construction of graphs of functions and relations and carrying out complicated symbolic computations. Also, the book uses The Geometer’s Sketchpad (GSP) created by Nicholas Jackiw in the late 1980s. Yet this dynamic geometry program is used more as a technical tool rather than as an experimental device. This lesser focus on experimentation with GSP is due to the book’s stronger focus on algebra in comparison to geometry. Nevertheless, the idea of geometrization of algebraic concepts is one of the major mathematical ideas used in the book.

Throughout the book, a number of the modern day secondary mathematics education documents developed throughout the world are reviewed as appropriate.
These include Common Core State Standards (2010) for mathematical practice and the Conference Board of the Mathematical Sciences (2001, 2012) recommendations for the preparation of mathematics teachers—the United States (the context in which the author prepares teachers); National mathematics curriculum (National Curriculum Board 2008)—Australia; Ontario mathematics curriculum (Ontario Ministry of Education 2005) and British Columbia mathematics curriculum (Western and Northern Canadian Protocol 2008)—Canada; Programs of mathematics study (Department for Education 2013a, b)—England; A secondary school teaching guide for the study of mathematics (Takahashi et al. 2006)—Japan; and Secondary mathematics syllabi (Ministry of Education, Singapore 2006)—Singapore.

The book consists of eight chapters. The first chapter provides theoretical underpinning of computational experiment approach to advanced secondary mathematics curriculum. In the focus are mathematics education research publications that started appearing in the second half of the twentieth century with the advent of computers as tools for the teaching of mathematics. The role of mathematics education reform in bringing computers first to the undergraduate level and gradually extending their use to include experimentation at the primary level is highlighted. Several theoretical frameworks leading to the development of the notion of technology-enabled mathematics pedagogy referred to as TEMP throughout the book are discussed. It is suggested that TEMP can become a major pillar of modern signature pedagogy of mathematics as it can focus on the unity of computational experiment and formal mathematical demonstration. The relationship between technology-enabled experiment and solution-enabled experiment is introduced as a structure that makes computational experiment a meaning making process. It is shown how visual imagery can support deductive reasoning leading to an error-free computational experiment.

One of the major differences between TEMP and a mathematics pedagogy (MP) that does not incorporate technology pertains to the interplay between mathematical content under study and the scope of student population to which this content can be made available. Whereas many problems discussed in the book under the umbrella of TEMP are fairly complex, using technology as a support system makes it possible to develop mathematical insight, facilitate conjecturing, and illuminate plausible problem-solving approaches to those problems. To a certain extent, the use of TEMP may be comparable to the use of computers in the modern day investigation of dynamical systems allowing one to carry out numeric/symbolic computations and graphical constructions not possible otherwise, yet being critical for understanding the behavior of those systems. In comparison with MP which, in particular, lacks empirical support for conjectures, using TEMP has great potential to engage a much broader student population in significant mathematical explorations. TEMP provides teachers with tools and ideas conducive to engaging students in the project-based, exploratory learning of mathematics by dividing a project in several stages—empirical, speculative, formal, and reflective. Even if TEMP helps
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1 The Conference Board of the Mathematical Sciences is an umbrella organization consisting of 16 professional societies in the United States.
a student to reach the level of conjecturing without being able to proceed to the next level, its use appears to be justified.

The second chapter is devoted to the use of computational experiment as support system for solving one-variable equations and inequalities. The importance of revealing the meaning of problem-solving techniques frequently considered as “tricks” by students and their teachers alike is emphasized. It is demonstrated how technology can be used as an agency for mathematical activities associated with formal demonstration of theoretical concepts that underpin commonly used algebraic techniques. The idea of parameterization of one-variable equations is explained through the lens of problem posing in the digital era, an approach conducive to the development of “mathematical reasoning and competence in solving increasingly sophisticated problems” (Department for Education 2013b, p. 1). Also, the chapter shows how through the integration of technology and historical perspectives the secondary mathematics content can be connected to its historical roots.

The third chapter is devoted to the study of quadratic equations and functions with parameters. Here, two methods of exploration made possible by computational experiment are discussed. One method deals with the possibility of transition from the traditional \((x, y)\)-plane typically used to construct the graphs of functions to the \((\text{variable}, \text{parameter})\)-plane commonly referred to as the phase plane. Using the diagrams (loci) constructed in the phase plane, one can discern the most important information about a quadratic equation with a parameter, namely, the influence of the parameter on the solutions (roots) of the equation. Another method, in the case of equations with two parameters, deals with the qualitative study of solutions in the plane of parameters. It demonstrates how one can make a transition from representations in the plane of variables to representations in the plane of parameters when investigating the properties of quadratic functions and associated equations depending on parameters. In particular, qualitative methods for deciding the location of roots of quadratic equations with parameters about a point as well as about an interval are discussed. These methods make it possible to determine the location of the roots without finding their exact values. The need for such methods proved to be very useful in the context of the “S” and “E” components of STEM (science, technology, engineering, mathematics) where qualitative techniques are commonly used in exploring the corresponding mathematical models.

The fourth chapter is devoted to the systematic study of algebraic equations with parameters (including simultaneous equations) using the computationally supported locus approach when explorations take place in the \((\text{variable}, \text{parameter})\)-plane. Here, the computational experiment approach is applied to “make use of structure” (Common Core State Standards 2010) of a complicated mathematical situation and to develop its deep understanding by using locus as a thinking device. In doing so, one can come across various extensions of the situation to include new concepts, representations, and lines of reasoning that connect different grade appropriate mathematical ideas. The notion of collateral learning in the spirit of Dewey (1938) is highlighted. In the case of two-variable simultaneous equations with parameters it is shown how the parameter can be given a proper geometric interpretation enabling
the computational experiment to be carried out in a two-dimensional context, that is, in the plane of variables.

Inequalities are the major means of investigation in mathematics, both pure and applied. The fifth chapter is devoted to the systematic study of inequalities, including systems of inequalities, with parameters. In this context, it is demonstrated how computational experiment approach facilitates solving traditionally difficult problems not typically considered in the secondary school mathematics curriculum. The idea of extending an original exploration of an inequality with a parameter to allow for a deep inquiry into closely related ideas is discussed. One of the aspects associated with the dependence of solution to an inequality on a parameter is a possibility of using locus of an inequality with a parameter as a tool for posing one-variable inequalities with no parameter. In the digital era, such pedagogical perspective makes it possible to present problem solving and problem posing as two sides of the same coin. Also, the chapter focuses on the so-called technology-enabled/technology-immune tasks in the sense that whereas technology may be used in support of problem solving, its direct application is not sufficient for achieving the end result. It is shown that such tasks can be developed in the context of inequalities with parameters. A point is made that the computational experiment approach may be inconclusive, thereby requiring an analytic clarification of the experiment to make sense of the structure of a situation. A two-dimensional sign-chart method that can be used for solving inequalities with parameters is presented. Finally, the applied character of problem-solving techniques developed for solving inequalities with parameters is illustrated through their application to quadratic equations when the location of roots about a given point can be determined without solving an equation.

Trigonometry is known as a subject matter of great importance for the study of engineering disciplines. The sixth chapter shows how concepts in trigonometry can be approached from a computational perspective. Here, a single trigonometric equation with parameters is used as a springboard into several geometric ideas, thereby, demonstrating a closed connection of the two contexts. Technology such as Wolfram Alpha with its own unique algorithm of solving trigonometric equations and inequalities is presented as an agent of rather sophisticated mathematical activities stemming from the need to justify the equivalence of different forms of solution expressed through inverse circular functions. Whereas in the presence of technology (including just a calculator) such equivalence can be easily established numerically, the appropriate use of technology should motivate learners of mathematics to appreciate rigor and to enable the development of formal reasoning skills. Having experience with proving the equivalence of two solutions obtained through different methods can be construed as support system for research-like experience that prospective secondary mathematics teachers need for the successful teaching of the subject matter. This further provides experience with STEM-related techniques, something that can contribute to the efforts of introducing secondary mathematics teacher candidates and their future students alike to the ideas that develop the foundation of engineering profession.

The seventh chapter deals with geometric probabilities. It shows how the computational experiment approach can work in calculating probabilities of events associated
with the behavior of solutions of algebraic equations with parameters. In particular, both theoretical and experimental probabilities are computed in the space of parameters and compared within a spreadsheet. Here, most of the explorations extend the ideas considered in the previous chapters and developed in the context of making a transition from the plane of variables to the plane of parameters. The material of this chapter is aimed at providing teacher candidates with experience important for applying mathematics to science and engineering the models of which typically depend on parameters. Whereas the construction of spreadsheet-based computational environments for computing geometric probabilities experimentally does not require any mathematical or technological sophistication, the skills in using such environments are important for understanding how to do explorations of mathematical models in engineering and science.

The last chapter illustrates how the computational experiment approach can make concepts of number theory more accessible to prospective teachers and their students alike. It provides a number of illustrations of using modern technology tools in exploring classic topics in elementary theory of numbers through a computational experiment. Here, one can learn how technology can be used to develop theoretical knowledge on the basis of a simple experiment so that, in turn, the knowledge so developed can inform and facilitate similar yet more complicated experiments. The chapter highlights the duality of computational experiment and formal demonstration in the sense that whereas one needs theory to validate experimental results, once can benefit from computing when discovering and correcting unexpected flaws that theory may sometimes comprise. The chapter demonstrates how TEMP that encourages collateral learning can be brought to bear by emphasizing geometrization of algebraic concepts and the appropriate use of digital tools. The deficiency of reasoning by induction in the context of basic summation formulas that can result in overgeneralization is discussed. The topic of Pythagorean triples is explored in depth using jointly a spreadsheet and Wolfram Alpha. Within this topic, it is demonstrated how computational experiment approach can motivate mathematical insight and encourage natural curiosity of the learners of mathematics.
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